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Can you solve a problem?

Solve a problem!Solve a problem!

Solve a problem !Solve a problem !

We can do it !We can do it !

Solve a problem !Solve a problem !

Yes we can !Yes we can !

What to do to solve a problem.What to do to solve a problem.

��Look for important information.Look for important information.

��ThinkThink……………….use skills you already .use skills you already 
know.know.

��You could act it out.You could act it out.

��You could draw it.You could draw it.

��Keep track of what you are doing.Keep track of what you are doing.

��Check your work.Check your work.

Sometimes it will help toSometimes it will help to………………

�� Look for patterns.Look for patterns.

��Make a list.Make a list.

�� Be systematic.Be systematic.

��Work backwards.Work backwards.

�� Can you tell us about your thinking, Can you tell us about your thinking, 
and how you solved the problem?and how you solved the problem?

��Is this add or take away?Is this add or take away?
��I have 4 yellow pens, and 2 red I have 4 yellow pens, and 2 red 
pens.pens.

��How many pens have I got ?How many pens have I got ?

That’s right ! It’s add.
You write the sum like this………

4+2=6

��Is this add or take away?Is this add or take away?

��I had five stars, but I lost one.I had five stars, but I lost one.

��How many stars have I got now?How many stars have I got now?

That’s right ! It’s take away.

You write it like this…….

5-1=4

X

�� Is this plus or minus?Is this plus or minus?
��On our lunch table 5 children have On our lunch table 5 children have 
cooked dinners, and 3 have a packed cooked dinners, and 3 have a packed 
lunch.lunch.

��How many children sit at this table ?How many children sit at this table ?

That’s right ! It’s plus.
You write it like this……

5+3=8

��Is this plus or minus?Is this plus or minus?

��I had 9 rabbits but 2 ran away.I had 9 rabbits but 2 ran away.

��How many are left ?How many are left ?

That’s right ! It’s minus.
You write it like this……..

9-2=7

XX

��There were 5 frogs on a lily pad.There were 5 frogs on a lily pad.

��3 more jumped on.3 more jumped on.

��How many frogs altogether ?How many frogs altogether ?

add 5+3=8count on

��There were 10 ladybirds on a leaf.There were 10 ladybirds on a leaf.

��4 flew away.4 flew away.

��How many ladybirds left?How many ladybirds left?

take away 10-4=6
count back

X XX
X

��There were 3 butterflies on a There were 3 butterflies on a 
flower.flower.

��3 more came.3 more came.

��How many butterflies altogether? How many butterflies altogether? 

add 3+3=6
use doubles

��There were 8 balloons in the sky.There were 8 balloons in the sky.

��4 went pop !4 went pop !

��How many balloons left ?How many balloons left ?

take away 8-4=4
four is half of eight

X

X

X

X

��There were 5 rockets in space.There were 5 rockets in space.

��The same number of rockets came.The same number of rockets came.

��How many rockets in space ?How many rockets in space ?

add 5+5=10
use doubles

��Plant 2 rows of 4 turnips.Plant 2 rows of 4 turnips.

��How many turnips ?How many turnips ?

add 4+4=8
use doubles

��There are 7 children in a group.There are 7 children in a group.

��4 are boys.4 are boys.

��How many are girls ?How many are girls ?

add 4+?=7
count on 4+3=7

You could also You could also 

useuse take away.

7-4=3

That’s because add is the opposite 
of take away.

4+3=7     so      7-4=3

-3

+3

7 4



��There were 10 animals in the zoo.There were 10 animals in the zoo.

��6 were monkeys.6 were monkeys.

��How many were elephants ?How many were elephants ?

add 6+?=10
count on use number bonds

6+4=10

10-6=4

That’s because add is the opposite 
of take away.

6+4=10      so      10-6=4

-6

+6

10 4

You could also You could also 

useuse take away.

��There are 10 rockets.There are 10 rockets.

��7 take off.7 take off.

��How many rockets do not take off.How many rockets do not take off.

subtract 10-7=3
count back

X

X

X X X

X

X

take away 10-2=8
count back

��There were 10 spiders on a web.There were 10 spiders on a web.

��2 went to hide.2 went to hide.

��How many did not hide ?How many did not hide ?

X
X

��I own 5 cars and a large garage.I own 5 cars and a large garage.

��I can see 2 cars parked outside.I can see 2 cars parked outside.

��How many cars are inside ?How many cars are inside ?

2+?=5

count on 2+3=5

��I own 5 cars and a large garage.I own 5 cars and a large garage.

��I can see 2 cars parked outside.I can see 2 cars parked outside.

��How many cars are inside ?How many cars are inside ?

take away 5-2=3
count back

Is there 
another way?

��Mother bear has 5 cubs.Mother bear has 5 cubs.

��She is making them new coats.She is making them new coats.

��There will be 3 buttons on each coat.There will be 3 buttons on each coat.

��How many buttons will she need ?How many buttons will she need ?

add 3+3+3+3+3=15
count in threes

��Sam likes counting toes.Sam likes counting toes.

��How many people will he How many people will he 

need to count 50 toes ?need to count 50 toes ?


